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ABSTRACT

2.

Today’s compilers offer a huge number of transformation optimizations to choose among and this choice can significantly
impact on the performance of the code being optimized. Not
only the selection of compiler optimizations represent a hard
problem to be solved [2, 3], but also finding the best ordering can add further complexity, making it a long standing
problem in the compilation research [1, 5]. Classic predictive modelings simply can not cope with the enormous complexity of the optimizations within a sequence. This paper
proposes a novel autotuning framework i) to dynamically explore and characterize the applications and ii) to predict the
best compiler optimizations to be applied in order to maximize the performance. The framework also presents a mapping technique capable of transforming any representation
of compiler optimizations vector in the phase-ordering space
including those having repetitions into a new binary representation that is classified under the problem of selection
of compiler optimization. This way the compiler researchers
can benefit from exploiting fix-feature vectors for the predictive modelings. Experimental results using the latest LLVM
compiler framework and cBench [4] suite have shown effectiveness of the mapping technique by utilizing a number of
predictive modelings. We show statistical analysis over the
distribution of the data and the quality comparison with respect to Random Iterative Compilation model and standard
optimization levels -O2 and -O3.
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